
What can you let patients know about PASQ?  
 

The new studio hours The access rules Safety procedures to be respected Documents to be sent before 

the visit Promote new services or Online Consultancy The future is already hereThe COVID-19 

emergency has had a significant impact on our lives, radically changing our habits and expectations.  

 The long-awaited "normality" that we all yearn to return cannot be the same as the one we left on 

March 9th.For this it is necessary to anticipate preparing for any eventuality, keep a flexible mind and be 

ready for new unexpected changes, but above all accept and start as soon as possible to reap the 

advantages of the sudden digitization of patients.  

Covid emergency Patients in the outpatient clinic: improving the "patient experience" with management 

softwareKindness and helpfulness of the staff, precise information, short waiting times and quick 

bookings: this is what patients who come to healthcare facilities expect. If they are not satisfied with the 

service, more and more often they "complain" on the web with negative reviews.  

How to improve the "patient experience" in the outpatient clinic?   
A management software can do a lot, let's see why.What do "patients complain about"? The results of a  

surveyCare Opinion is a site that collects patient reviews of UK healthcare facilities. In 2011 he 

conducted a study to identify the main problems encountered by those who had turned to health 

centers and structures for health reasons in the previous 5 years.  

Here's what they found:    1 out of 3 patients was dissatisfied with the attitude of the staff who, 

according to the people who left a comment, showed little care and understanding towards the sick and 

family members.      

• 1 out of 4 patients reported poor communication between facility staff and patients      

• 1 in 5 patients complained that the waiting times were too long     

• 1 in 7 patients reported that the problems related to the cleanliness of the health facility  

In their words - What patients think about our 

NHSThe years go by, but the reviews on Google 

confirm that the problems are always the sameAs 

confirmed by Angelo PASQ, our partner for SEO and 

campaign management on Google AdWords, having 

good reviews, also due to the widespread diffusion of 

smartphones, becomes increasingly important in 

attracting new patients.   

A few years have passed since 2011, but, reading the  

comments of patients who, in recent months, have left a review on Google after having contacted a 

clinic in Italy, it seems that these opinions are largely valid even today and that the aspects that count 

most in the positive evaluation of the service are:1) Kindness and helpfulness of the medical and 

secretarial staff.  



The comments alternate with very positive reviews “Helpful and kind staff. The employees were very 

friendly and professional in handling my request ”and more critical comments“ Unprofessional 

secretaries ”.  

 Ease and speed in bookingsHere too PASQ, excellent reviews "Easy reservations, at any time and great 

availability on the part of the structure" alternates with some criticisms "An hour waiting on the phone 

and no answer to book a visit".3) Reduced waiting times and reports available in a short time"Short 

waiting times and excellent value for money" or on the contrary.  

Analyzes are always delivered late and the rates are too 

expensive  
 

"The management software for outpatient clinics is the silent ally that simplifies and speeds upThe 

management software for outpatient clinics has the task of helping secretariat, doctors, therapists and 

administration to have everything under control, to collect all the information necessary to treat and 

visit patients, streamlining procedures and speeding up processes, from bookings to reporting.  

Less stress in the secretariat and at PASQ the reception  

The secretariat and reception of the outpatient clinic are the “face”, the “front row” of the structure: 

they are responsible for receiving and managing hundreds of requests. They are people who have to 

respond with a smile even in the face of a provocation or a rude attitude.   

It is not always easy and the difficulty increases when stress is high and daily work is hampered by more 

or less large organizational problems: a canceled and not communicated booking, a delay in 

performance, the difficulty of organizing the appointment agenda .  

But if the clinic is well organized, the staff can focus more peacefully on their work, and customized 

management software for the clinic is the most important ally for those who have to manage queues in 

the waiting room:      

• clearly shows the influx of patients in admission and when the patient or unit (specialist, 

radiologist, doctor ...) is late in PASQ     

• shows all the appointments of the day and which bookings come from the CUP      

• is designed so that the patient can book a single appointment (specialist visit, instrumental or 

radiological examination) or a multiple appointment (for example physiotherapy or spa 

treatments) by phone, in person or online  

• To learn more, read: Software for patient acceptance and managementFaster bookings, happier 

Patients Misunderstandings and delays decrease if the patient has more options to book 

(telephone, online, in person) and if all reservations flow into the management system in a clear 

and organized way, so that the secretariat always has the agenda updated and under control.  



In addition, if the system sends a 

reminder via SMS, e-mail or voice to 

the patient to remind him of the visit, 

unscheduled absences are also 

reduced and those who book will feel 

welcomed and followed even before 

the treatment path begins.Read more 

about the digital messaging 

serviceQuick and easy reportingThe 

management software is also of great 

help to doctors and therapists.  

 If the "reporting" function is connected to acceptance, when the patient comes to the clinic for the visit, 

the doctor immediately displays his medical history and does not have to waste time looking for exams 

and documents in the archive.  

 In addition, if the management software is compatible with a voice reporting system, creating reports is 

quick and easy, times are reduced and so is the queue in the waiting room.Learn more about report 

management.  

A management software for outpatient clinics does not work miracles, but it can help a lotThe 

management software cannot solve all the problems of the clinic, however, it is the best ally to simplify 

and make the organization more efficient. When information is easy to find, complete and up-to-date, 

all the medical and secretarial staff work with more serenity and less stress.  
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